Full access to remote machine's data
with the combination of eWON's
gateways and amplía)))'s IoT platform
Access any machine remotely
The integration of eWon and OpenGate allows to
access any machine, wherever it is installed and using
standard communication channel. Any machine with
an interface and a industrial protocol will be
accessible for multiple operations

Diagnosis and operations from
a centralized console
OpenGate and Flexy will be able of executing
diagnosis of the machine, checking if the different
parameters that allow for proper operation are correct.
These diagnostics can be customized and adapted to
each machine accordingly

Alarm management
and automation rules
Diagnoses can trigger alarms, or the
machine can send them autonomously.
Any alarm will be notified to operators,
and automation rules will be executed
in order to perform any action
automatically

Remote, instant access to
machine configuration
Configuration of any machine can be done easily
either in a parameter basis, or uploading a
configuration file. This operation can be done in
one or many machines, instantly or scheduled in
campaigns

Automatic, real time
calculation of standard OEE
The information coming from the machine is
treated to calculate performance and availability.
Combined with quality inputs, that may be
automated or manually introduced, the OEE of
any machine will be calculated and analyzed

Data acquisition and analytics of
machine’s status and production

New business model for
machine manufacturers

All the information acquired is treated and stored in a
bigdata structure to perform long term reporting
designed to provide information of evolution and
analysing the overall performance of all the combined
machines

Since any machine manufacturer can easily add
eWON’s Flexy and amplía)))’s OpenGate, all the
machines from any customer can be accessed,
monitored and analysed. This allows for remote
maintenance service, performance advising and
predictive maintenance among other uses
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About amplía))) and OpenGate

amplía))) is a software company fully
dedicated to IIoT and M2M working
with Tier 1 companies since 2002

OpenGate is our IoT platform, designed to ease
integration between machines and business processes,
providing all the needed features from communication to
management
Integrate any device or protocol thanks to our
‘Connector Factory’
Integrate any application, alarm system or BPM via our
APIs and connectors
Schedule remote operations using our powerful
scheduling engine
Use any communication technology, IP-based or not
Apply OpenGate's algorithms to analyze single and
collective information
Execute any automation rule on the run with our rules
engine
Create ad-hoc dashboards using a simple drag and
drop interface

About HMS and eWON

In a world where all devices are intelligent and networked, HMS is
the leader in making industrial devices and systems communicate
for a more productive and sustainable world
Trends such as the Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 require
more and more industrial machines to become networked. HMS
products, solutions and know-how enable industrial machinery
to get connected to systems and networks and are therefore a
must-have for any industrial company wishing to operate
globally
Our products connect millions of devices around the world and
enable our customers to widen their market and improve their
business.
HMS' long expertise, large installed base, and wide market
coverage, make us the undisputed market leader of our field.
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